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Abstract
In the past, California’s unregulated groundwater supply has suffered from a legacy of
groundwater depletion, loss of aquifer storage, land subsidence, seawater intrusion, and
degradation of ecosystems dependent on the interconnectivity of groundwater. Prior to 2016,
California had yet to create direct legislation that regulated groundwater management until the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). SGMA empowered local agencies called
Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to manage groundwater resources within a specific
criterion using locally sourced methods and practices suitable for each individual groundwater
basin. One criterion in particular is relatively new for water resource management, Groundwater
Dependent Ecosystems (GDEs). In this paper, I look critically and compare SGMA’s locally
controlled strategy to the successes Australia has had with its national policy for GDE
management. I utilized the timing of SGMA to interview five GSAs from Californians Central
Coast to shed light at some of the potential shortcomings and interpretation challenges caused by
SGMA. Australia has had success in utilizing a nation policy and requiring adaptive management
planning for all groundwater dependent ecosystems. In California, SGMA is a monumental piece
of legislation, because SGMA has the benefit of learning from great examples of successfully
managing GDEs in a holistic and urgent method. My suggestions for SGMA stem from my
analysis of both policies are directed towards how GSAs are interpreting and implementing GDE
management plans, and their ability to isolate and underrepresent the total quantity of GDEs
because how SGMA defines a GDEs. GSAs need to incorporate a regional approach to GDE
management along with including GDEs associated with shallower aquifers than the SGMA
defined “priority basin.” This along with securing the incorporation of a Adaptive Management
framework for GDE management will ensure that lessons from Australia and innovative science
will continue to shape the development of California’s path to sustainably managing both its
groundwater basins and GDEs across the state.
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Introduction
Across the State of California hundreds of thousands of wells tap into groundwater
aquifers to reach one of the state’s most valuable commodity. Groundwater is one of the utmost
necessities for people, industry, and nature. It acts as an important source of drinking water for
millions of Californians, it irrigates an agricultural industry worth billion in value, and in some
cases, groundwater provides the primary water source for the survival of certain flora and fauna
(Nelson, 2016).
Lowered groundwater elevations decrease the available groundwater table accessible to
dependent ecosystems (de Graaf et al., 2019). These groundwater dependent systems are highly
sensitive habitats that are responsive to the past and current conditions of groundwater resource
loss (de Graaf el al., 2019). This can dry out riparian habitat dependent on surface water,
especially during the summer months when water resources are most needed. Groundwater
storage is dependent on precipitation and soil porosity, thus its very gradual process to renew its
storage capacity, taking decades to replenish (de Graaf et al., 2019). The continued lowering of
groundwater can cause a separation of groundwater dependent ecosystems and groundwater
resources, effectually isolating a habitat in a potentially dire circumstances for the groundwater
dependent vegetation within. (Nelson, 2016).
Despite the known consequences of over withdrawing a groundwater basin and that
approximately 85% of Californians rely on some form of groundwater to supply their drinking
needs, most regions within California continue pumping groundwater at unsustainable rates
(Nelson, 2016). Areas within California experience arid conditions, receiving very limited
precipitation annually. These regions must rely on their ability to continue to extract groundwater
as a freshwater source. The Central Coast and other less-populated regions across the state rely
almost exclusively on groundwater as a drinking source due to the lack of surface supply and
delivery infrastructure (Nelson, 2016). Simultaneously, in most of these areas, the rate of
pumping from groundwater aquifers has exceeded the renewable rate of recharge from
precipitation and surface water causing a condition of overdraft of Californians groundwater
supply (de Graaf et al., 2019). Due to the hydrologic connectivity of groundwater, prolonged
conditions of overdraft have effects that go beyond drinking water damages.
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Table 1. The table is a quick reference to the most common negative impacts and or conditions created by groundwater
overdraft. Most notable in the table is the how many effects listed can be repeated across other categories. This repetition is
just another indicator that highlights the hydrologic connection and how lowering groundwater elevation is significantly
impacting multiple areas of concern (Thomas, 2019).

Groundwater Overdraft Effects
Areas of Interest
Human Health

Ecological Uses

Water Quality
Agricultural

Significant Impacts caused by Groundwater
Overdraft
Permanent loss of Groundwater storage increases in
cost for potable groundwater pumping, land
subsidence, and water treatment.
Degradation of groundwater dependent ecosystems,
reduction or total loss of interconnected surface
water
Seawater intrusion, increase in water containment
concentrations
Loss of crop due to sea water degrading water
quality, Increase in cost for water treatment and
deeper well drilling, and loss of surface water
sources for irrigation.

Unlike the rest of our neighboring western United States, California lacked a state-wide
system regulating groundwater until 2014, when new state legislation, the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), was adopted to encourage local solutions to address the
mismanagement of California’s groundwater (California State Legislature, 2014). SGMA tasked
Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to create Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs)
or alternative plans that have been approved by the Department of Water Resources (DWR) to
flush out the details behind managing groundwater basins for lasting economic, social, health,
and environmental benefits (California State Legislature, 2014).
A fundamental intention of SGMA is achieving sustainable groundwater management
within each groundwater basin or sub-basin through local control of a GSA (Klausmeyer, 2018).
Under the direction of SGMA, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR), accepts
current or requests for modifications of basin boundaries that were determined based on both
hydrogeographic data and political boundaries (Aladjem and Sunding, 2015). A GSA must either
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be formed under a single agency or unite a board from a composition of other interested
groundwater purveyors (California State Legislature, 2014). The boundaries over each basin
determine the classification of those subbasins or basin into four categories low, moderate, high,
and critically over drafted conditions (California State Legislature, 2014). Addionally, the GSA
must prepare a groundwater sustainability plan (GSP), which must meet the following criteria: (i)
describe the current condition of the basin in terms of its hydrology, storage capacity, demands,
water quality, and extent of overdraft status; (ii) analyze the adverse impacts caused by overwithdrawing groundwater resources within the basin; and (iii) identify measures and strategies
that if utilized and implemented, would restore the basin to sustainable standards by the year
2040 or sooner depending on the priority category assigned (California State Legislature, 2014).
Although California began regulating groundwater resource management in 2014,
Australia made attempts to address sustainable groundwater policies much earlier. By the late
1970s, Australia was changing the manner in which it pursued new water sources. In Australia,
the environment was developed to be legally protected as a required surface and groundwater
user, in which mitigation and ecological monitoring had to be performed when developing new
water sources (Rohde, 2017). The management policies implemented by Australia fell under the
National Water Initiative (NWI) in 2004, an interstate agreement, that reformed the country’s
water policy into one that considered water from a holistic cycle approach to protect all its water
resources at every level of government (Rohde, 2017).
Both SGMA and Australia’s national policy, acknowledge groundwater dependent
ecosystem (GDE) as identified through groundwater levels and the presence of groundwater
dependent vegetation. However, it is just one piece of the puzzle toward reaching an
understanding of how, and to what degree, are groundwater dependent vegetation connected to
groundwater resources. GSAs are responsible through SGMA to make management decisions
about GDEs within their basin and hopefully considerations as to the limits one indicator can tell
water managers behind the hydrologic conditions of what appears to be a healthy GDE. GDEs
require direct or indirect access to groundwater and rely on the flow of groundwater to maintain
their vegetation communities and ecological services, especially during years of low
precipitation events (Rohde, 2017). Even with SGMA, California GDEs have never been more
threatened as humans continue to exploit groundwater resources at rates that far supersede the
natural recharge rates(de Graaf et al., 2019). Thus, GDEs depend on groundwater access, the
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impacts from excess groundwater pumping will negatively impact the vitality, composition, and
function of GDE’s within California.
In this paper I will focus on these early management policies that focus on groundwater
dependent ecosystems identification and monitoring, especially how they can be enhanced by
using phreatophytes. This paper will take a critical approach to both legislative policies
prescription to preserving GDEs through the efforts of local GSAs implementing a groundwater
management plan. This analysis will provide enough details to distinguish it from current
language required within SGMA. Additionally, I will be analyzing a compilation of the manner
in which SGMA has been interpreted by GSAs and how it is being decided and or planned to
ultimately benefit the health of GDE within their respective subbasins. The effort from Australia
and other countries is full of lessons that can be utilized to improve SGMA, and approaches
taken by local GSAs. Lastly, due to my connection to PV Water, of the GSAs interview for the
analysis of GSAs section, I am very close to the topic and the challenges GDE management
present to GSAs. I have adjusted my recommendations to be directed towards PV Water, but
there is no reason why these recommendations couldn’t be referenced and utilized by other
GSAs either developing or reviewing their current GDE management plans.

Background
GDEs provide a multitude of invaluable ecosystem services, such as supporting
biodiverse refugia, supporting baseflows for hydrologic systems such as rivers and creeks,
providing quality habitat for various species, improving flood control and water supply, and
providing recreational opportunities for adjacent communities (Rohde, 2017). Legally SGMA
uses the California’s Department of Water Resources (DWR) to define GDEs as “ecological
communities or species that depend on groundwater emerging from aquifers or on groundwater
occurring near the ground surface” (California State Legislature 2014). This legal definition
places the emphasis on ecosystems that are reliant on surface waters that interconnect to
groundwater (e.g., springs, rivers, creeks, wetlands, lakes), as well as ecosystems that rely on
groundwater access through the subsurface water table or capillary fringe reaching the rooting
depth expected by the vegetation community (e.g. deep-rooted riparian vegetation, other
vegetation that is able to source groundwater via root structures) (Eamus et al. 2006). In order to
12

protect the ecological value that GDEs provide to a groundwater system, Australia, and other
countries have mandated that groundwater users must consider the impacts of their groundwater
usage on the surrounding groundwater levels in order to avoid affecting GDE connectivity to
groundwater resources.
One method used to detect impacts of groundwater overdraft conditions on GDEs is to
monitor groundwater table fluctuations, measured as the depth to the water table (DTW) (Hatton
& Evans, 1998; Nelson, et al., 2016). Groundwater water tables regularly cycle: rising with
precipitation during the winter months and falling during the dry summer months. Each
individual well can have short local impacts for a substantial but brief period. As irrigation and
drinking water demands soar throughout the summer months or in a drought period a regional
and or basin wide effect lowers the entire water table across the aquifer, severing or detreating
the water tables interconnection with the GDE (Rohde et al., 2017). GDEs may experience
mortality and changes in physiology, structure, and or deterioration of community dynamics if
DTW drops below what can best be recognized as the lowest rooting depth for typical
groundwater dependent vegetation (GDV) (Naumburg et al., 2005; Rohde et al., 2017). This
interconnective relationship between GDEs and DTW varies depending on climate and geology
of the groundwater basin, but ultimately the physical root depth limitation of California’s
groundwater dependent vegetation species ranges from zero to over nine meters of depth
(Shafroth et al., 2000; Webb & Leake, 2006). To understand these local GDE dynamics historic
datasets need to be paired with strategically planned long-term monitoring. Specifically, to
ensure the vitality of GDE a management policy or strategy, like a GSP, would need to first
identify GDE’s within the basin, establish a sustainability criterion, select the best representative
monitoring networks (vegetation, wells, surface flows), and implementation of an adaptive
management strategy in anticipation for future developments in emerging research from
groundwater dependent ecosystem management science (TNC, 2019).
As previously mentioned, GSAs are a creation of SGMA to maintain local management
control of groundwater resources. GSAs have to manage groundwater basin boundaries
delineated by hydrogeographic groundwater basin. Additionally, GSAs must work within an
outlined sustainable yield that is derived from groundwater levels prior to those of 2015
(Thomas, 2019). This includes assigning a priority level on groundwater subbasins depending on
a DWR assessment of overdraft vulnerability and severity of the overdraft conditions being
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experienced (Thomas, 2019). SGMA has various regulations and timelines depending on priority
level, for the remainder of this paper when referring to GSA requirements I will be limiting my
scope to the highest priority basins labeled as “critically over drafted,” due to PV Water and the
majority of my expert GSA participants belonging to the same label. The variability in ranking
priority across the entire state highlights the severity of the problem caused by unregulated
overdrafted groundwater basins, as shown in figure 1. After each GSA is defined and prioritized,
the next step is to discern the qualifications for a sustainable yield for the aquifer. This may
differ depending on each basin’s overdraft situation. Nevertheless, DWR has defined sustainable
yield as the “maximum quantity of water that can be withdrawn annually from a groundwater
supply without causing an undesirable result” (California State Legislature 2014). The
“undesirable result” is the threshold SGMA is intending to require GSAs to avoid in order to
protect GDEs against the harm caused by continued groundwater overdraft conditions.
For example, these undesirable results are related to the chronic lowering of groundwater levels,
a reduction in groundwater storage, subsidence, loss of surface water interaction, and seawater
intrusion (California State Legislature 2014).
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Figure 1. Map of California’s Groundwater Basins and the California Department of Water Resources assigned priority based
on the severity of each basin’s respective groundwater overdraft condition (Basin Prioritization, 2018).

The California DWR requires that all beneficial users of groundwater, which include the
natural environment, are to be considered by local GSAs in their planning and execution of their
GSPs (California State Legislature, 2014). To meet the requirements set out by SGMA, GSAs
must incorporate an ecological standard of sustainability into their groundwater management
plans. Thus, by GSAs distilling down to a baseline in order to determine whether a GDEs are
currently impacted by fluctuating groundwater conditions as a direct result of the local GSA’s
management strategy (Rohde et al. 2018). To protect GDEs against some of the most
consequential effects of groundwater overdraft, SGMA explicitly outlines protections for
groundwater dependent vegetation. There are a few strategies GSAs must use in order to
15

properly ensure the continued health of GDEs, GSAs must identify all the GDEs within their
management basin, there should be a clear sustainability goal within the GSP, the need for an
explicit monitoring protocol in place to provide feedback on the tangible affect or lack of, that
the implementation of their GSPs has had within the ecosystems.
Furthermore, safeguarding the health and vitality of GDEs across the state is an
immensely complicated by the lack of a GDE database which verifies the of presence,
distribution of communities, and ecological functions each GDE supports and, or is supported
by. As of 2018, The Nature Conversancy has published a statewide database that established
probable GDE locations pulled from statewide databases in groundwater levels, vegetation
mapping, water body location, wetland inventory mapping, and topography (The Nature
Conservancy, 2019), as shown in Figure 2. Some of these data have yet to be field verified with
much of it using interpolation relationships with established layers to establish GIS polygons of
locations most probable to represent GDEs. Groundwater dependent ecosystems in the Nature
Conservancy’s database represent the most probable GDE distribution at this time, with
refinement to come as higher priority overdrafted basins begin the data collection that is
mandated by their GSPs (Klausmeyer el al., 2018). More work is needed at a regional level to
help collect data on local GDEs resources through both spatial and field observations including
the variability that occurs with seasonal or yearly water availability.
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Figure 2. Map of the extent of the data sources used for mapping vegetation indicators of groundwater dependent
ecosystems. The map shows the best prediction for GDEs that exist within California, yet as GSAs conduct identification
and monitoring analysis improved and verified spatial data will become available.
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Methods
The methods by which most of my evidence was collected was through a mixture of past
and recent literature synthesis and recent interviews conducted by representatives of neighboring
GSAs. By comparing SGMA there are lessons to be learned and possible faults that can be
outlined and avoided early during the policy’s rollout. This analysis cited literature from
Australia’s past efforts to contribute to the evaluation of SGMA in its efforts to protect and
manage GDE resources across the state. Additionally, the inclusion of several GSA
implementation strategies towards GDE management gives an insight as to the interpretation and
strategies being pursued as each high-priority GSA is required to report by the beginning of
2022. The results from each of these sections are meant to better inform how GDEs can be
managed, how they are planned to be managed in California, and how they are currently being
managed in newly formed GSAs across the state.
The first section of the paper introduces the importance of groundwater dependent
ecosystems management. This portion of the paper will focus on background information on
SGMA and its significant historical moment in California’s groundwater legislation. I will go
into detail about the role GSAs are filling to deal with the historical and present-day challenges
GDEs face within California.
The second section will continue the discussion by reintroducing GDE management
through the lens of California’s SGMA legislation. This section will focus on the role
groundwater dependent ecosystems play in SGMA legislation. Other issues to be covered in this
section include: GDE definitions and identification procedures, the requirement of local GSA’s
to reconcile knowledge gaps and baselines through monitoring programs.
The next section of this paper explores how Australia has been able to see success within
their GDE management policies that have been implemented for more than twenty years. I will
discuss the policy decisions behind how GDEs are being managed through Australia’s regulation
and adaptive management framework. This section will explain how Australia’s risk-based
adaptive management strategy for utilizing scientific research and rigorous monitoring plans are
able to improve the management of GDEs.
The fifth section will analyze the strengths and weaknesses SGMA legislation has when
comparing its management strategy to Australia’s. This section is proposed as an analytical
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reflection on a few highlights of the successes and failures that can be carried over from
Australia’s GDE management to SGMA. I will be looking through Australia’s case studies for
areas of concern that do not seem to be addressed in the new SGMA legislation. For example,
using existing federal and state regulators to plan, implement, and monitor local resources, while
SGMA does not involve state regulators unless statue is being violated. This list will better
inform GSAs of strategies that are currently working, those that could possibly be utilized in
their local context, and areas to avoid early in the planning phase.
The sixth section will incorporate current GSA’s strategies and weaknesses encountered
when attempting to address the issues surrounding GDEs. This section will include a background
of each agencies GDE situation, this includes a discussion of proposed policy and monitoring
programs, inspiration drawn from or innovative ideas being pursued, and lastly the challenges
they anticipate either due to SGMA’s authority or its lack of clarity concerning GDEs.
Recognizing that each GSP is basin specific and unique, I will be looking for similar patterns
across these three plans on how they come to or lack of addressing GDE management. For
example, do most GDPs call for changing groundwater pumping behavior near identified GDEs,
are there differences in the manner in which each GSP lays a criterion for identifying GSPs, is
there a strong pressure from urban or agricultural groundwater pumping behavior that is or may
prevent a challenge to reducing groundwater use? Additionally, how much GDE data gaps are
anticipated in each GSP and if there are any plans to devote resources to the issue?
This will lead to a conclusion of the results of my analysis by form of a set of
recommendations that will be prescribed for not only the planned recipients, PV Water and other
agencies that have yet to submit their GDE management plans, but it will conclude by
diagnosing SGMA’s problems and provide a prognosis for the future enhancement as GDE
management. Also, my recommendations will identify lessons to be learned from Australia and
highlight sections where SGMA legislation has been productive in further advancing GDE
management. The hope is that these recommendations can be used as a review of successful
strategies that will help SGMA come closer to attain its goal of bringing all of the users of
California’s groundwater basin to a state of sustainable.
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The criteria used to compare both Australia’s efforts, SGMA, and local GSAs was how
was through both GDE identification and the monitoring efforts behind the assessments of GDE
health. Identification is one area where the flexibility of inclusion or exclusion has a drastic
impact on shaping all avenues of GDE management. Therefore, it seemed like a critical aspect to
include as a criterion for comparison between the policies and the various GSAs. Likewise,
monitoring requirements are vital to collecting quantifiable assessment data of how management
strategies are impacting GDEs. The manner, depth, and methods each GSA will carry out
monitoring efforts will give an insight to how SGMA’s requirements are being perceived and
interpretated by public agencies. Now both of these criteria are going to provide details to the
questions guiding this analysis, mainly in what capacity is SGMA written and being interpreted
to require the management of declining groundwater elevation related degradation of
groundwater dependent ecosystem by local groundwater sustainability agencies and how can it
be improved.
The inclusion of extensive interviews with multiple GSAs neighboring PV Water as a
comparison with how a significant portion of California’s Central Coast, in particular those in
the neighboring the Monterey Bay, would be either planning or currently managing their
groundwater basins GDE resources. In order to collect meaningful data about each GSA on a
topic that has either yet to be published or in a current phase of renovation, I conducted a
interview of each GSAs representatives. This interview consisted of multiple questions collected
through either a single or several correspondences. Questions where repeated to every participant
and responses were analyzed and tabled in order to parse out differences and similarities between
each GSA’s strategy. This collection of interviews was very insightful as to how both
interpretation and local groundwater basin characteristics guide the strategies pursued or not
pursued by a GSA. Though the sample size is relatively small even for GSAs identified as highpriority basins, these results helped inform the question of how GSAs are implementing SGMA.
Though these methods of collecting these results I was able to synthesis enough material to reach
a set of conclusions about GDE management within SGMA.
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Results

Review of California’s SGMA Regulation
SGMAs greatest contribution to modernizing groundwater management in California
may be that it sets a legal precedent of officially recognizing the adverse effect that groundwater
overdraft has to surface waters and the environments attached. Not only does it legitimize
groundwater management, but it redefines the rights that are tied to property overlying
groundwater basins (Nelson et al., 2016). This is significant considering that land in rural parts of
California is usually owned by few individuals. Without SGMA, groundwater basins were likely
to be managed in the interest of landowners over the interests of the general population and the
environment. In the following section, I go into depth on the strengths and shortcomings of
SGMA. Additionally, I will discuss how SGMA’s “local control” may actually harm SGMAs
original purpose of California establish a statewide system of controlled groundwater basins that
are operated under sustainable criteria.
During 2011, California entered another drought, and this extended drought helped set
the stage for the groundbreaking idea of regulating California’s groundwater. However, this was
not the first attempt; since the 1900s, there have been multiple instances where legislators have
tried to reign in the groundwater mismanagement from individuals and corporation (Rohde el al.,
2017). The lack of previous success regulating groundwater is testament to the monumental force
brought on by the panic created by the disastrous situation from the recent drought creating an
opportunity to motivate action. By 2014, the situation was at a critical point, and the most
effective groundwater regulatory agencies prior to SGMA were the State Water Resource
Control Board and DWR. Both lacked the legal authority and systematic method in which to
address the states comprehensive overdraft issue. SGMA was passed shortly thereafter in three
bills: AB1739, SB1319, and SB1168 (Kiparsky, et al., 2017).
The statue is long and complicated, but its core tenets are: define each groundwater
basins condition, apply rules for meeting the goal of a sustainable groundwater basin, and lastly
allow individual local GSAs to control the regulation and effort to achieve groundwater
sustainability through a subbasin-by-subbasin approach (Kiparsky, et al., 2016). The 127groundwater basins are listed in categories of medium, high, and critical of which for 21 of these
21

basins meet the definition of critical. These categories determine the timing by which each
subbasin must meet SGMA’s definition of a sustainable groundwater basin, critical basins are the
first to be required to be sustainable by 2040 (California State Legislature, 2014). Rules set forth
by SGMA require groundwater basins to avoid or eliminate impacts that are described within the
statue as “undesirable results” before an over drafted basin can be considered meeting the
requirement of sustainability. These undesirables are as follows:
i. Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable
depletion of supply if continued over the planning and implementation horizon.
ii. Significant and unreasonable reduction in groundwater storage.
iii. Significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion.
iv. Significant and unreasonable water quality degradation.
v. Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that substantially interferes with surface
land uses; and
vi. Significant and unreasonable impacts on beneficial uses of interconnected surface waters.
(California State Legislature, 2014).
For the purpose of this paper, I will focus on the sixth undesirable, seeing as
interconnected surface waters covers the category of GDE.
As described within SGMA, the responsibility and authority of California’s overdrafted
basins is placed the hands of local agencies. The idea being that local agencies understand that
groundwater is a local resource that should be best managed by the community most intimate
with the conditions affecting the basin. This approach of the central delegation of authority to
local control is different from the approach taken in Australia, which has a national approach to
delegating authority and regulation (Aldous and Bach, 2011). Strengths for SGMA’s approach
for natural resource management are quickly apparent when considering the vast geologic and
hydrologic conditions within each groundwater basin in California. It follows that each basin has
unique demands on extraction for irrigation and other uses it provides, thus a custom
management plan was the intent behind SGMA’s implementation strategy. And lastly, SGMA
not seem to outline the power of DWR to mediate in instances where the local GSA has either
failed to make any measurable progress on curbing the intended effects of overdraft nor the
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failure of GSAs to act on the outlined measures within their respective GSPs (Klausmeyer et al.,
2018).
The framework under SGMA requires that local control must be taken up by existing
local water agencies, irrigation districts, cities, and municipalities. Therefore, the application of a
GSA over a groundwater basin can be a very political and complicated, especially when
considering the existing agency boundaries may or may not conform to the hydrologic watershed
and groundwater contours of the subbasin. Therefore, GSAs are required to work with
surrounding purveyors of their respective subbasins in order to force collaboration between
entities that have an interest in groundwater management.
It is important to note that SGMA does not have the authority to triumph or reduce any
existing water rights, whether surface water or groundwater (Aladjem and Sunding, 2015).
Additionally, GSAs are not required to use a standard method of data collection nor the best or
most intensive groundwater monitoring programs, due to the difficult financial differences
between various GSAs. Related to this issue, SGMA does not provide direct funding to GSAs to
implementing projects and measures within the various GSPs (Aladjem and Sunding, 2015).
These issues described above are major hurdles SGMA will need to solve if it wants to succeed;
although the last two issues related to financial security may be supplemented through state
awarded grants, loans, and locally issued bonds.
The importance of these issues will become more apparent as we take a deeper look into
the criteria SGMA uses to create a parameter for sustainability requirements. In particular, those
related to “significant and unreasonable impacts on beneficial uses of interconnected surface
waters.” For context, an interconnected surface water (ISW) refers to a surface water that is not
completely depleted and at any point it is connected by a saturation zone to the basin’s aquifer
(California State Legislature, 2014). ISWs are related to GDEs, I will focus solely on GDEs and
the legislative definition found in SGMA of GDEs, as “ecological communities or species that
depend on groundwater engorging from aquifers or on groundwater occurring near the ground
surface (California State Legislature, 2014)”.
Although most GSAs have only begun mapping GDEs recently, they are required to
identify and consider impacts on GDE when reporting within a GSA’s GSP (Rohde et al., 2017).
Now the issue with “identify and consider,” is that it falls very short of an explicit legislative
protection when compared to interconnected surface water. Most importantly, determining the
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thresholds for the degradation of GDEs is a major challenge for GSAs due to the lack of
knowledge in ecohydrology. As mentioned above, the best available scientific research and data
can certainly assist water managers and GSAs in meeting their legal requirements to identify
these thresholds for GDE management. Even though GDE management in California is still in its
infancy, GSAs may be unequipped to integrate both abiotic data and biotic indicators and weave
these into their local monitoring networks (Rohde et al., 2017). This can be addressed through
the expansion of additional assistance from partnerships, academia, NGOs, and contractors,
which can expand valid data collection and validate reporting standards are appropriate for the
GDE management.

GDE Identification under SGMA
The first part of GDE identification is the establishment of a significant connection to
groundwater resources (TNC, 2019). This is normally done depending on the type of aquifers
identified to compromise the basin boundaries. There are two typical types outlined by SGMA,
continuous and unconfined aquifers (TNC, 2019). This establishes two types of identification
methods for concluding the potential for a connection with subsurface groundwater. For
continuous aquifers, groundwater elevation paired with maximum rooting depth of local riparian
vegetation is used to identify groundwater dependence for GDE. This type of aquifer may be
more common in and along the Central Valley where their basins are more homogenous.
Geographic differences throughout the Central Coast tend to create stacked aquifers (TNC,
2019). Stacked series aquifers are aquifers in layers along a vertical path from ground surface
down to bedrock (TNC, 2019). According to SGMA, stacked aquifers are the most pumped
aquifer are identified as primary and tend to be deeper than the shallowest aquifer, thus
separating much of the GDE vegetation from the primary aquifer. Ultimately, though SGMA
does not incentivize GSAs to manage GDEs regardless of if there is a connection to shallow
groundwater, thus anticipating what may be future potential impacts on GDEs due to new
shallow aquifer production to meet the SGMA sustainability criteria (TNC, 2019).
Secondly, SGMA requires GSAs to describe the historical groundwater conditions of the
subbasins. By allowing GSAs to describe groundwater conditions leaves the interpretation of
sustainability in the hands of an agency with limited data that can be misinterpreted. The
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Department of Water Resources recommends using at least 10 years of water supply and water
budget calculations to describe how these past conditions are currently affecting groundwater
elevations and what is known in SGMA as the sustainable yield (groundwater withdraws).
Sustainable yield is a baseline condition identified by the GSA that if reached would
theoretically avoid all unwanted impacts of groundwater overdraft conditions (TNC, 2019). This
is significant as GSAs are allowed to essentially justify their choice for groundwater
sustainability yield as long as its within 10 years of data collection that can justify that decision.
Thirdly, SGMA asks GSAs to differentiate GDEs from ecosystems solely dependent on
surface water. Depth-to-groundwater elevation data should be used to identify whether nonconnected ecosystems are supported by groundwater and ultimately qualify as GDEs (TNC,
2019). This distinction can become complicated as GDEs can be entirely or partially (or even
seasonally) dependent on groundwater sources. Meanwhile a GDE can be partially dependent on
other non-groundwater sources (e.g., surface water, soil moisture, applied water, storm water,
irrigation runoff, and even treated wastewater effluent) within a GDE. This alone cannot
preclude the possibility that there may be groundwater also supporting the ecosystem (TNC,
2019). The connectivity between DTW and GDE can be established through phreatophytes
depending on groundwater fluctuations across time. This baseline condition for the potential
GDEs will inform the monitoring of groundwater elevation, as well as the tolerance of change
before adverse impacts occur. This immensely valuable relationship will inform GDE
management (California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019).
Why is this an important distinction that needs to be investigated by GSAs? SGMA
requires that significant and undesirable adverse impacts to beneficial users (flora and fauna) of
surface water be avoided; therefore, considering what is an appropriate threshold for depletions
of interconnected surface water. However, as shown in figure 3, GSAs are not required to
manage impacts to GDEs resulting from diversions of surface water that are not a direct result of
groundwater elevation changes (e.g., groundwater pumping and or groundwater management
activities) (TNC, 2019).
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Figure 3. Surface Water and GDE distinction. Is a depiction of the complexity behind how multiple sources can be feeding
GDEs and a GSAs responsibility. Top: (Left) Surface water and groundwater are interconnected. (Right) Ecosystems are
supported and reliant solely on surface water irrigation not groundwater. Bottom: (Left) this is a complicated situation where
surface water is diverted and groundwater remains unchanged but due to the diversion there is still an adverse impact on the
GDE, this is not the responsibility of the GSA. (Right) Similarly, if surface water is unchanged, but due to the effects associated
with groundwater, pumping there is an adverse impact to the GDE, it follows that this is the responsibility of the local GSA
(TNC, 2019).

Following the distinction of source water dependence, a GSA has to select a subset of
wells that is meant to validate that groundwater elevation from wells near possible GDE site,
which are likely to be more reflective of the conditions of the ecosystem (TNC, 2019). Likewise,
if there is a lack of wells within the 3-mile radius of a potential GDE, the TNC advise that if
GSAs conclude insufficient data that alone cannot exclude the potential GDE from being
supported from groundwater sources (2019).
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Lastly, making a groundwater elevation map is more accurate than traditional
groundwater measurement while simultaneously effectively processing data and producing
useful spatial interpretations. GSAs are able to interpret and begin to understand the effort, time
and resources needed to properly identify GDEs. The traditional practice contours depth-togroundwater over a large land area by interpolating measurements at monitoring wells. This
method tends to ignore the landscape features typical of GDEs, such as streams and depressions.
To increase accuracy and provide a more accurate DTW along these low landscape features
groundwater elevation values need to be subtracted from land surface elevation data from Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) or similar (TNC, 2019). In utilizing this approach, GSAs can ensure
that they take another step towards utilizing the best available information to make the important
decision of GDE identification (TNC, 2019). The process GSAs will need to work toward
reaching SGMA’s sustainability is a long-term objective that will occur, over time and
management decisions. Ultimately, gathering and processing accurate data will help GSAs better
implement SGMA and help avoid negative impacts to GDEs.

Monitoring under SGMA
The second section of requires GSAs to evaluate and monitor the quality of a GDE
during the implementation of the GSP for the groundwater basin. Below I will describe
monitoring systems that are highlighted by various parties (TNC, California Department of Fish
and Wildlife (CDFW), and DWR) to be effective monitoring methods and systems that can aid
GSAs in managing the impacts to GDEs and the impacts their management decisions have on
them. Though an exact method for monitoring GDEs is not established under SGMA, here are
guidelines that are being followed by GSAs when updating monitoring plans within their GSPs.
A monitoring plan needs a set of fundamental components in order to be effective at
accomplishing the goals of assessing impacts from management decisions made by the GSA.
GSAs should consider frequency of measurements and quantity of observations to capture a
representation of the variability in seasonal and spatial data points. Additionally, a monitoring
system that can properly capture early signs of adverse impacts is highly valuable to GSPs. This
may be interpreted as stressed phreatophyte vegetation or as an instream temperature increase
(California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019). These “triggers” help the GSA respond with
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the appropriate adaptive management decisions. Although, GSAs will need to also defer to a
historical baseline in order to compare the data collection efforts of monitoring networks to be
able to validate and identify the limits and demands of GDE resources and the relationship with
the local hydrologic variability. Finally, although GSAs will have existing data gaps, these must
be remedied to avoid significant and unreasonable adverse impacts to GDEs (California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019). This lack of information should guide GSAs into taking
caution with their management decisions unless monitoring systems are significant and complete
enough to ensuring the protection of wildlife and their groundwater dependent habitats.
A robust monitoring system is a very effective tool that GSAs can utilize for the purpose
of proving avoiding degradation of GDE habitats, but while GSAs have imperfect data and
monitoring networks, there is a need for GSAs to utilize an adaptive management strategy. GSAs
should highlight within their GSPs how their monitoring and management strategies are designed
to adapt to new data and the changing of GDE conditions (California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, 2019). Groundwater Sustainability Plans should discuss how and at what timeframe
monitoring will identify adverse effects and be addressed and or trigger management decisions.
These adaptive plans need to project ‘lag time’ from groundwater responses to any new changes
within the aquifer (California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019).
Lastly, as GSAs design and implement monitoring systems and networks across their
respective groundwater basins, the real limitations of working with a limited budget and limited
resources needs to be addressed and prioritized in order effectively manage GDEs. Prioritization
of a GSAs resources to choose which GDEs or ISW are monitored is something every GSA will
need to come to decide and justify to DWR (California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019).
TNC and CDFW both have guidelines for the formation of a system of prioritization that should
reflect a scientifically supported criteria for establishing an ‘indicator’ GDE (TNC, 2018;
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019). This system of prioritization can include
choosing GDEs that support threatened or endangered wildlife, or areas of multi-benefiting
habitat value. These two types of prioritization strategies can be used conjunctively in order to
evaluate GDEs that are the most valuable from both criteria of protectionist and habitat quality.
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Lessons from SGMA

The lessons SGMA brings to supporting California’s goal of reaching groundwater
sustainability throughout the state. SGMA was not structured in the most appropriate method for
GDE management. One of the principles behind SGMA is the idea that by concentrating
authority over the regulation and management of groundwater resources into a few local entities
mainly comprised of local government agencies, private landowners, and private companies.
This concentration of decision-making influence may be attempted to be solved by SGMA, but it
lacks the requirement of requiring actual reductions in groundwater pumping or limiting
groundwater use rights.

Review of Australian GDE Management
In this section I will do into detail about the system Australia uses to identify and monitor
GDE habitats, this will be compared to the previous section of SGMA. Ecosystems that are in
some manner dependent of groundwater as partial or their entire water supply cover less than
10% of the area of Australia but given the low rainfall characteristics of most of Australia, these
well-watered ecosystems have an extraordinary importance that extend beyond there geographic
locations (Evans and Hatton, 1998). This is due to Australia being one of the driest inhabited
lands on earth, with low precipitation and even higher evaporation rates, and a very limited
surface water resource (Barnet et. al., 2020). Groundwater is over 30 percent of the continents
water consumption and it a powerful economic driver for the nation (Barnet et. al., 2020). In
2006, Australia developed the National Water Initiative Agreement with the Water Act following
shortly in 2007, with the goal of developing a management strategy for the Murray-Darling
Basin in southeastern Australia (Aldous and Bach, 2011). The purpose behind these two national
policies were to help Australia successfully deal with the consumption of water for agricultural
needs and water demands needed to support the health of ecosystems. In particular this
groundwater basin is considered one of the highest agricultural producing regions within the
nation, with groundwater supporting an agricultural industry worth over 34 billion dollars
(Barnet et. al., 2020). The Water Act was needed to address the basins issues of drought
conditions, declining irrigation water supplies, and widespread decline in freshwater inputs to
ecosystems and the associated services (Aldous and Bach, 2011). Efforts from these policies
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manifest in groundwater management plans that implicitly create provisions of the environments
need for water to guarantee ecosystem functions and services. Hydrologic modeling and data
have been paired with a risk assessment method to determine accurate quantities that can be
safety allocated without affecting groundwater levels in GDE and ecosystem functions (like
baseflow, vegetation health, groundwater table connection in GDEs) (Aldous and Bach, 2011).
Additionally, Australia’s policies take into account impacts from chronic high intensity
groundwater pumping that has affected on GDEs. Therefore, the country included restorative
requirement for the reduction in withdrawals of billions of gallons from both groundwater
pumping and surface water diversions, in order to account for years of mismanagement of GDEs
(Aldous and Bach, 2011). Ultimately out of the effort of managing this complicated groundwater
basin the Australian government developed a set of ‘practical’ strategies to simplify and assist
the management of other groundwater basins from other state agencies to identify and monitor
GDEs (Rohde et al., 2017).
As of 2004, the management of GDEs in Australia transferred to the NWI that
incorporated a holistic approach to protecting water resources from federal down to state levels
(Rohde et al., 2017). The NWI committed states throughout the nation to address groundwater
overdraft issues through the adoption of volumetric limits for groundwater extraction, this set
maximum threshold limits on how much groundwater could be taken out of a groundwater basin
describes as “over-allocated or over-used” by the Australian government (Barnet et. al., 2020).
The definition of GDEs by the Australian government is described as requiring access to
groundwater for its ecological processes and services (Rohde et al., 2017). At the core of the
government’s requirement for state agencies is deciding ecological objectives when determining
water allocation quantities and the need for an adaptive management framework. Adaptive
management is at its core a ‘learn as you go’ management strategy that utilizes ongoing
monitoring and research to inform management decisions. This allowed water resource managers
to utilize routine monitoring and investigations to determine the hydrologic conditions and
thresholds needed for the maintenance of a healthy GDE (Rohde et al., 2017). The adaptive
management process incorporates inevitable uncertainty in predetermined thresholds especially
in the infancy of implementing GDE management. The combination of an adaptive management
framework along with the risk assessment strategies highlighted within the Murray-Darling
Basin, is the backbone to Australia’s efforts to minimize adverse impacts to the most vulnerable
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GDE habitats. This basin is similar to California when considering the breadbasket of
agricultural products that were being grown and harvested, primarily with the use of pumping to
utilize groundwater as irrigation sources (Aldous and Bach, 2011). The region had been plagued
by a multi-year drought conditions, crop failure because of an increase in soil salinity, and an
overall decrease in irrigation and environmental water supplies (Aldous and Bach, 2011).
Therefore, the Water Act developing a Murray Darling Basin Plan is Australia’s prominent
example of national intervention to achieve rational and quick surface-water and groundwater
management for these resources (Barnet et. al., 2020).
Australia has supported the implicit provision for water mandated for environmental
services and functions; this is similar to SGMA’s requirement for “no significant and undesirable
result.” Additionally, Australia has utilized hydrologic models and has paired them with risk
assessment strategies to identify how much water can be withdrawn out of a GDE without
negatively affecting the ecosystem functions and groundwater levels (Aldous and Bach, 2011).
Australia moved beyond the requirements of SGMA by requiring water from groundwater basins
to reduce groundwater withdraws due to the historic nature of over allocation of groundwater
resources (Aldous and Bach, 2011). Although these water reductions are difficult to implement,
Australia understands the need to accelerate the reversal of the neglect in groundwater resource
management. Because of the novel policy and regulations being pursued by Australia’s federal
government, there has been a new frontier created for allocating groundwater specifically for
ecosystems and focusing legislative action solely on GDE management (Barnet et. al., 2020).

Identification Protocols from Australia
GDE management identification and monitoring procedures utilized in Australian states
prioritized the identification protocols of GDEs, over systems such as SGMA in California. This
included the countrywide identification of GDE phreatophyte vegetation, DTW of groundwater ,
and the identification of loss of riparian habitat. Fast-forward and Australia is at the forefront of
utilizing a framework for GDE management. This effort requires two properties, both adequate
Identification of GDE and sufficient monitoring in order to reach recommendations of acceptable
groundwater levels that correspond to maintained GDE health (Eamus and Froend, 2006).
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Groundwater-Dependent Ecosystems are located in marine, coastal, riparian, terrestrial
and in cave and aquifer environments (Eamus et al., 2006). Australia classifies GDEs into three
main classes identifying GDEs from other types of habitats:
i. Aquifer and cave ecosystems where groundwater-inhabiting organisms reside within
groundwater resources, including karstic, fractured rock and alluvial aquifers.
ii. All ecosystems dependent of surface expression of groundwater, including base-flow
rivers and streams, wetlands, and floodplains.
iii. All ecosystems dependent on the shallow presence of groundwater, often accessed via
capillary fringe (the non-saturated zone above a zone of saturation often associated
with the water table), this includes pyrophytes that have roots that penetrate this zone
(Eamus et al., 2006).
Though ii,iii are filled with fungal, fauna, and flora population, in this short comparison I will be
only looking at how vegetation is used to identify and monitor GDE. This is due to SGMAs
explicit use of vegetation as a tool for GDE management, while fungal and fauna are not as
explicitly protected. Therefore, by comparing similar parameters in my comparison, I can
highlight strengths and weaknesses between both GDE policies.
Locating and identifying ecosystems that are potentially groundwater dependent based on
biophysical parameters such as DTW and vegetation type, is the bedrock of how Australia
defines identification protocols (Clifton et. al., 2007). In what manner this type of data will be
collected can vary from vegetation mapping, collecting DTW from surrounding adjacent wells,
rooting depth of vegetation surrounding the potential GDE, even vegetation conditions (Clifton
et. al., 2007). Most are done manually and are costly to conduct, but one approach that I will not
be going into detail but wanted to highlight is the growing interest in using remote sensing to
capture NDVI data on how a vegetation community is behaving to GDE management (Clifton et.
al., 2007). My focus is on biophysical comparable data collection techniques. Australia has had
more time to attempt data collection strategies, but one of the most effective is the questions
method, where decisions are based on models and as an agency answers one it transitions to
another that better informs about the condition of the GDE.
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The questions, methods, and approaches asked by Australian water managers when
identifying the extent, timing, and presence of groundwater dependence of an ecosystem. Some
of the positive indicators of an ecosystem reliant of subsurface groundwater presence are as
follows:
i. Is the groundwater table or the capillary fringe within the rooting depth of any known
vegetation?
ii. Does the vegetation remain green and physiologically active during extended dry
seasons of the year?
iii. Does the annual rate of water use by the surrounding vegetation significantly larger
than the annual precipitation, causing less water stress indicators on the vegetation
present?
iv. Are seasonal changes in groundwater depth larger than can be accounted for by the
sum of lateral flows and percolation depth? (Eamus et al., 2006).
Not only is the identification process important, but once identified each habitat needs to be
classified to determine to what degree is the ecosystem is dependent on groundwater and what
vegetation is present and the functions associated with groundwater supply (Eamus et al., 2006).

Monitoring Protocols from Australia
Another section of GDE management where Australia’s approach distinguishes itself
from how SGMA is legislated is through the monitoring protocols for continued GDE
management. After establishing the presence of a GDE, its dependence, groundwater elevations,
and vegetation community’s dependence on groundwater supplies, the next management target
that needs to be established is the responses from vegetation (Clifton et. al., 2007). This response
is described as a “vegetation response that can be measured routinely and which will indicate
that ecosystem function is being maintained (Eamus et al., 2006)”. This response is normally
established as a set of triggers, which as observed will elicit a management process which is at
the crux of the prior mentioned adaptive management strategy being utilized to develop links
between monitoring processes and management decisions. This set of triggers and the model
described prior can be seen in Figure 4.
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i. Does the vegetation have a defined relationship with groundwater levels? There
should be confidence that the monitored response reflects alterations in groundwater
elevations than other abiotic and or biotic conditions.
ii. What are the risks posed to the environment? The monitoring procedures would
identify whether the impacts to the GDE are short-term or long-term, additionally if
the impacts are reversible or irreversible.
iii. Does the monitoring protocol have an early warning capability? This includes the
lead time between the time at which from when an impact is detected to when the
impact will cause permanent damage. This early warning indicators should inform the
timing to be sufficient to provide ample opportunity to implement an appropriate
management response.
iv. The monitoring plan should consider the delayed effects between changes in
groundwater elevations and the reflection in environmental conditions/health? Due to
this fact of delayed responses especially in vegetation there is the worry further
damage can be permitted as delayed effects manifest. It is critical to utilize a mixture
of indicator vegetation with a favored reliance on vegetation that exhibit rapid
responses to groundwater stressors (Eamus et al., 2006).
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Figure 4. A model of short, medium, and longer-term changes in ecosystem function that can be monitored at both spatial
and biological organization (Eamus et al., 2006).

In utilizing this monitoring structure, Australia’s NWI understands the importance
essential in the ability to make predictions of the impact of a fluctuating groundwater resource
will have on ecosystem components. Extensive monitoring is crucial to understanding and
quantifying the GDE relationship with all ecological level. As populations of indicator species
have been identified as important cornerstones to understanding the reflection of health and
condition of GDE vegetation. For example, overstory species such as holly-leaf banksia (Banksia
illicifolia), has been utilized as an indicator species reflecting both long and short-term impacts
from groundwater fluctuations (Eamus et al., 2006). This is due to B. ilicifolia having been
documented by previous research to be severely impacted in population size and individual vigor
if groundwater elevations experience drawdowns (Groom et al., 2001). B. ilicifolia is useful as a
key indicator species because it is easy to record and collect long-term monitoring observations;
it is a well-suited representative of overstory vegetation community’s response to continuing
changes in groundwater depth (Groom et al., 2001). Additionally, because field measurements
such as these will most likely result in large variability and “noise” an appropriate monitoring
plan should utilize replicable measurements at multiple sites to confidently validate and detect
impacts from groundwater availability (Eamus et al., 2006). This extensive monitoring of various
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populations of indicator vegetation and assessing GDE health can be time consuming, technical,
and resource intensive. Yet, these efforts lead to a more robust and resilient monitoring system
that can better inform and justify GDE management decisions.

Lessons from Australia
The actions of the Australian government to endorse water resource-management reforms
to achieve sustainability not only in the water sources, but also the inclusion allocations for the
environment and greater environmental accountability when utilizing water recourses. The
document that guided all of the progress was The National Principles for the Provisions of Water
for Ecosystems, this provided the basis for considering ecological water requirements (Eamus et
al., 2006). Research and water-resource planning in Western Australia during the last decade has
identified issues relevant to a functional approach to determine ecosystem groundwater
requirements, the hope is that SGMA can utilize these lessons and incorporate them as it
develops and progresses.
i. Failure to acknowledge the variability in groundwater dependence within a GDE. This
leds to insufficient awareness of the biological and ecological variability in the threshold
of tolerance.
ii. By simplifying water requirements into minimum water-table depths, water requirements
during periods of seasonal and extreme flooding and drought can be included when
evaluating groundwater levels.
iii. The lag-response in the ecosystem should be considered especially where water tables
have a historical of declining groundwater trends.
iv. GDEs should be considered as part of a larger system/catchment when identifying water
requirements and possible impacts.
v. Management criteria based on simple minimum threshold levels without consideration of
ecological values should be discouraged from being developed, because the ecological
value is important to stakeholders of all ecosystems being managed.
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vi. Lastly, inaccurate assessment of groundwater levels and surface-water level relative to
GDE ecology, for example lacking groundwater monitoring at vegetation-monitoring
sites (Eamus et al., 2006).
Failure to address the lessons above has often led to the assigning of water requirements
that do not accurately reflect the requirements of the ecosystem, with the possibility of GDEs not
having their water requirements met and leading to the possibility of unexpected environmental
impacts (Eamus et al., 2006).

An Overview of the GSA Interviews and the Questions/Objectives
GSAs are the backbone of California’s implementation of SGMA and subsequently GDE
management. For this following section, I interviewed five GSAs located within Californian’s
Central Coast and discussed their approaches to addressing the SGMA legal mandate to manage
undesirable effects on GDEs located within their respective groundwater basin. Each GSA has its
own challenges and unique circumstances that each groundwater basin is experiences.
Ultimately, this flexibility allows for more effective comparison between each GSA’s planned
response on addressing GDE management within their respective basin. I then compare the
various responses each GSA has planned and compare against the others in order to distinguish
the differences and comparisons between the strategies each GSA is pursuing (California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2019).

Santa Cruz Mid-County Basin
Santa Cruz Mid-County Groundwater Agency (MGA) is the officially recognized GSA
that has authority over a critically over drafted groundwater basin the Santa Cruz Mid-County
basin (3-001) (Basin Prioritization, 2018). The agency is comprised as a Joint Powers Authority
(JPA) with four member agencies: Central Water District, City of Santa Cruz, County of Santa
Cruz, and Soquel Creek Water District and three representatives from private well owners
forming an 11-member board (MGA, 2019).
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Figure 5. Area Covered by the MGA’s Groundwater Sustainability Plan (MGA, 2019).

The Basin is classified by the DWR as a high priority basin in a state of critical overdraft
due to the conditions caused from seawater intrusion into groundwater aquifers (MGA, 2019).
This is an issue for local municipalities because over-pumping the Basin aquifers has caused
groundwater elevations to drop in coastal regions allowing seawater to pose an even greater
threat to groundwater users. The Mid-County Basin is dependent on regional precipitation and
groundwater withdraws supply over 54% of the local residents with potable drinking water
(MGA, 2019).
The data collected for both MGA and SMGB was procured through an interview with
Sierra Ryan, the Interim Water Resources Manager for the Santa Cruz Mid-County and a
representative of the Board of Directors for the management of the Santa Margarita Groundwater
Basin.
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Santa Margarita Groundwater Basin
Santa Margarita Ground Water Agency (SMGWA) is recognized as the GSA that has
authority over the Santa Margarita Groundwater Basin (SMGB) (3-027) (Basin Prioritization,
2018). Figure 6, below displays its location and the surrounding groundwater basins surrounding
SMGB. SMGB was formed by another JPA under SGMA and is governed by an 11-member
Board of Directors from the Scotts Valley Water District, San Lorenzo Valley Water District,
and the County of Santa Cruz, along with representatives of private well owners. (SVWD, 2019).

Figure 6. Map shows the extent of SMGWA authoritative boundaries, along with member agency boundaries (SVWD,
2019).

Unlike the other GSAs that were interviewed, SMGB is classified by DWR as a medium
priority basin due to the conditions caused from historic over-pumping of the primary
groundwater aquifers (SVWD, 2019). Overall, groundwater elevations have stayed relatively
stable for the past 30 years with groundwater elevations ranging from 5-30 feet (SVWD, 2019).
With the exception of the San Lorenzo River, groundwater pumping is the most significant
source of potable water for the residents that rely on the SMGB (SVWD, 2019). Unlike the other
groundwater basins’ pressing issue of overdraft conditions, the issue for local municipalities
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within SMGB is focused on GDEs and the interconnection between surface waters within the
basin.

Santa Clara Subbasin
The Santa Clara Valley Water District (Valley Water) is the sole Groundwater
Sustainability Agency for the Santa Clara and Llagas subbasins (2-009.02, 3-003.01) (Valley
Water, 2019). Figure 7 shows the location map of each groundwater basin and the surrounding
communities. The Santa Clara basin has been designated by DWR as a medium-priority basin
and the southern Llagas subbasin has been classified as a high-priority groundwater basin based
on the criteria set forth by DWR (Valley Water, 2019). For the purposes of the GDE
management analysis, I will focus on the Llagas subbasin.
Santa Clara County is located at the southern end of the San Francisco Bay and
encompasses more than 1,300 square miles, which hosts a population of nearly 2 million
residents (Valley Water, 2019). Most of the water use occurs on the valley floor between the
Santa Cruz Mountains in the west and the Diablo Range to the east (Valley Water, 2019).
Additionally, the water use is distinct across Santa Clara County. Northern Santa Clara County is
home to the Silicon Valley and is highly urbanized. Whereas, Southern Santa Clara County has
some urban development, but much of the land use is in rural and agricultural production. South
County has very similar land use to the other GSAs interviewed. Nearly half of all the water used
in the Santa Clara County is pumped from these two basins, and Valley Water has been
managing groundwater resources for over 80 years prior to the 2016 SGMA implementation
(Gurdak, 2021). In particular, South County’s water supply comes almost exclusively from
groundwater aquifers at 96% with 4% coming from surface and reclaimed recycled water
(Valley Water, 2019).
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Figure 7. Map of the Santa Clara and Llagas subbasin and the surrounding communities.

Information for this interview was gathered from multiple representatives from Santa
Clara Valley Water District, now known as Valley Water. Valley Water Manages both the Santa
Clara Subbasin and Llagas Subbasin (Gurdak, 2021).
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Pajaro Valley Subbasin

Figure 8. Displays the regional location of the PVGB, also PV Waters authoritative boundary (PVWMA, 2020).

The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PV Water) is recognized as the GSA that
has authority over the Pajaro Valley Subbaisn (PVGB) (3-002.01) (Basin Prioritization, 2018).
The figure above, figure 8, displays the regional location and the agency boundary along with the
boundary of PVGB. PV Water is the sole agency managing PVGB under SGMA (PVWMA,
2020). PV Water has been labeled by DWR as a high priority basin in a state of critically over
drafted groundwater and experiencing a critical state of seawater intrusion (PVWMA, 2020). The
Pajaro Valley Subbasin is located adjacent to Monterey Bay and is subject to a typical
Mediterranean climate typical of Central California. (PVWMA, 2020). The Pajaro Valley is
home to one of the most productive agricultural land in California, producing over $1 billion
annually of high value crops over its limited space of 28,500 acres (PVWMA, 2020). Since the
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beginning of documentation of seawater intrusion, the Pajaro Valley has been experiencing longterm overdraft conditions that have caused groundwater levels to drop below sea level, lowing
outflowing pressure and creating a landward pressure causing seawater to move inland
(PVWMA, 2020). The agricultural industry, municipalities and industry, and the local
community of over 75,000 residents, rely on this natural resource to provide over 90% of the
available water.
PV Water has documented a drop in groundwater levels paired with a change in storage
capacity of the basin’s primary aquifer of over 12,000acre-ft deficit yearly (PVWMA, 2020).
Due to the long-term overdraft conditions and chronic lowering of groundwater elevations there
are limited defined GDEs within the basin, though PV Water has yet to validate all possible GDE
locations. The interview was conducted on March 10, 2021 with Brian Lockwood, the General
Manager of Pajaro Valley Water, which manages the Pajaro Valley SubBasin.

180/400-Foot Aquifer Subbasin
In 2017, local cities and water agencies united as a JPA to form a single GSA the Salinas
Valley Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency (SVBGSA) (Salinas Valley, 2020). The
SVBGSA is governed by an 11-member board of Directors, meant to represent all interested
parties in sustainable groundwater management. Figure 9, below shows the location of 180/400
basin and neighboring groundwater basin boundaries.
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Figure 9. Shows location of GSA boundary, 180/400-Foot Aquifer boundary, and adjacent groundwater basin
boundaries (Salinas Valley, 2020).

The 180/400-Foot groundwater subbasin has been classified by DWR as a high-priority
groundwater subbasin (Salinas Valley, 2020). The majority of land use in the Subbasin is used
for intensive agricultural production of high value crops (Salinas, 2020). The regional population
is dependent on groundwater resources. Agriculture consumes over 85% of the total groundwater
pumped annually, with urban and industries using the remaining, and wetlands natural spaces
using a miniscule quantity of groundwater (Salinas Valley, 2020).
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Historically, groundwater elevations within the Subbasin have been chronically
experiencing a decline (Salinas Valley, 2020). This prolonged condition is the primary reason
this aquifer is experiencing active seawater intrusion in both 180- and 400-foot aquifers (Salinas
Valley, 2020). This condition of seawater intrusion has been documented in both aquifers for the
past 70 years, with the concentration of chloride within the shallower 180 Foot aquifer (Salinas,
2020). The interview was conducted on March 18, 2021 with Emily Gardner, the Deputy
Manager of Salinas Valley Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency, which manages the
180/400-Foot Subbasin (3-3.01) (Gardner, 2021).

Conditions of current GDE Management Strategies
From my interviews, each GSA expert was asked if the GSA had a management strategy
for GDEs and if it was already implemented an adequate, with the best available data to justify
the identification and monitoring occurring. Responses to this question were polarized. Valley
Water responded in the affirmative, pointing to their extensive groundwater well monitoring
network as well as their large surface water monitoring network as being substantial evidence
that no collected data has indicated any significant or unreasonable impacts to GDEs within the
Subbasin (Gurdak, 2021). On the other hand, PV Water and SVGSA were at the early stages of
identifying management strategies that can support and avoid further degradation to GDE
habitat. PV Water pointed to the very recent SGMA requirements, where prior to the legislation
it was largely “off the radar,” as an expectation for a groundwater resource management agency
(Lockwood, 2021). PV Water is not alone in this sentiment; MBA and SVGB shared similar
concerns that due to how quick SGMA is progressing, there were plenty of GSAs that would be
adjusting and redeveloping their management plans in order to be secure in their capacity to
address SGMA undesirable results, including addressing the identification and management of
GDEs. Therefore, when it comes to the self-evaluation of current GDE management most GSAs
acknowledge the potential for growth from the introduction of new management policies, the
collection of monitoring assessments, and in the case of Valley Water the continued data
collection and validation from their well-established monitoring programs.
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Identifying GDEs
Each GSAs confirmed to have started their initial identification efforts by using one of
these two resources. The first being The Natural Communities Commonly Associated with
Groundwater (NCCAG) database developed in collaboration with DWR and the CDFW. The
NCCAG defines and maps both wetland and vegetation habitat classes (Tana et al., 2021). The
other resource most commonly used was a report developed by TNC which assists GSAs on a
method of delineating valid GDEs from those that are identified as potential GDEs within the
DWR approved groundwater basins. Most GSAs went a step further in order to delineate
potential GDEs within their respective basins. By scouting wetlands and riparian vegetation
communities and documenting phreatophytes maximum rooting depths, GSAs paired those
communities with data gathered of groundwater elevations shallower than 30 feet from the
surface, which would indicate GDE (TNC, 2018).

Results from GSAs in Identifying GDE
In the case of PV Water these groundwater elevation maps were used to isolate NCCAG
vegetation communities that overlapped their GIS comparisons of groundwater elevation to
digital elevation model (DEM) (Tana et al., 2021). In the Santa Cruz Mid County basin, the same
analysis was performed, and the result, like PV Water was a very limited amount of potential
GDEs that were identified as GDEs for this basin. Since groundwater basins have had historical
overdraft conditions that lower groundwater levels beyond what is possible for interaction with
vegetation roots, thus isolating the ecosystem from groundwater (TNC, 2018). Most groundwater
levels in the basin were below the minimum 30ft requirement for possible vegetation rooting
depth. One location that was highlighted as a potential GDE for the Mid-County basin was
riparian habitat adjacent to Soquel Creek (Ryan, 2021). This interconnectivity has been primarily
validated through historical monitoring wells adjacent to the creek and hydrologic modeling of
simulated flows (Ryan, 2021). On the other hand, SVGB is not currently required to implement a
GDE management plan but has proceeded with declaring the shallowest aquifer as the primary
groundwater source, which will have implications on GDE management for the Santa Margarita
Basin (Ryan, 2021). In their initial analysis efforts, all potential GDEs have been classified as
GDEs due to the validation of a high-water table elevation and deep rooting vegetation present in
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every location (Ryan, 2021). This will require a GDE management plan for the entire basin and
prioritizing those efforts will have a very large impact on how the agency decides to address
GDE management. The requirement for identifying proposed GDEs requires groundwater
monitoring, surface monitoring, and an analysis of vegetation data to clearly identify a
connection of dependency of a surface ecosystem to a groundwater table.

Anticipated Challenges
Most of the anticipated challenges highlighted by the GSAs are those associated with
proper identification of GDEs. Primarily this is because providing a detailed inspection and caseby-case assessment of all potential GDEs within each basin is overburdensome. As a result, each
GSA has tackled the problem in similar ways. Valley Water and others, such as, MGA and
SVGB are using biological field-based tools and assessment to validate and improve the
accuracy of mapping tools. This validation process ensures that the finished products are much
more efficient with a GSA’s limited time and resources that need to not only be dedicated to this
one section of compliance under SGMA. Some of the limitations experienced by the MGB and
PV Water can be condensed down to three areas of significance. The first is the lack of
monitoring wells near surface water bodies to validate data behind vegetation mapping efforts.
The lack of monitoring wells within proximity to surface water bodies makes the process of
identifying GDEs much more difficult to validate. Secondly, there were significantly fewer
GDE’s identified in the Mid-County Basin, PV Water, and Valley Water due to the chronic
pattern of lowering groundwater elevation well beyond the baseline of vegetation rooting depth
potential (Ryan, 2021). This lack of acknowledging that potential GDEs may have connected to
groundwater prior to historical overdraft is one of the reasons SGMA can be seen as the first step
in a chain of prescriptive solutions that California will need to take to reclaim historic GDE
habitats and groundwater resources. Additionally, PV Water and Mid-County Basin do not
consider their surface basin as a primary aquifer, therefore the act of not utilizing surface
aquifers further exaggerates the connection from GDE to the primary groundwater table
elevation (Ryan, 2021;Tana, 2021).
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Monitoring and Assessment Procedures
Across all GSAs interviewed, monitoring and assessment procedures were wanting in
depth and defined procedures for GDEs. All but SMGB are classified as high-priority basins and
are beginning to prepare, complete and submitting their proposed updated GSP plans to DWR,
where GDEs will most likely be addressed in terms of specified monitored efforts and
assessments. Therefore, I will describe the generic plans of a majority of GSAs planned
monitoring and assessment procedures emphasized by the interviewees.
The target of implementing GDE monitoring is to evaluate the ecological value of the
GDE, with priority being given to protected species or habitat that may require special
consideration (TNC, 2018). Additionally, increasing the amount of biological data collected by
each GSAs in planning and management efforts supports the validating efforts and helps
integrate feedback information about the existing GDEs spatial or temporal responses in habitat
gaining or losing due to management decisions of the GSA. The use of monitoring and
assessments by GSAs hopes to integrate findings about existing GDEs and determining the
spatial or temporal variation in habitat gaining and losing conditions (TNC, 2018). Some
monitoring protocols that are being proposed by MGB include those that use a classification
system (Riparian, Open Water, Wetlands, and Other) along with assigning priority to vegetation
indicators for evaluating progress on the agencies efficacy of its GDE management strategy
(Ryan, 2021). Others have expressed similar classification bins to be used along with prioritizing
habitats inhabited by endangered or threatened species. Assessment efforts have been described
by a majority of GSAs as being satisfied through an expansion or with the current groundwater
and surface water monitoring networks being utilized. There is also an effort to utilize quick field
assessments like the California Rapid Assessment Monitoring (CRAM) program, which uses
certain parameters to give a judgement on ecological value of a certain habitat or section of
riparian habitat. Regardless of the choices being considered, inevitably there will be an increase
in requiring GSAs to collect much more routine biological data before making management
decisions, especially around GDEs. Similarly, though each GSA is utilizing the guidance set by
SGMA there is only two GSAs that have established plans 5 years after the introduction of
SGMA. Both these GSAs utilize outside biological assessments to supplement monitoring plans,
similar to what was recommended by the assessment of lessons that SGMA could incorporate.
The other GSAs are either not in the critical basin priority class or the GSA has utilized the
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language in SGMA to limit their application of groundwater management to deeper aquifers,
which leads to the exclusion of most GDEs that typically limited to vegetation rooting depth. If
this GDEs management is not expanded to allow shallower aquifers for these GSAs, there may
be a continued loss of ecological value, function and services lost. This observation may not be
entirely possible in the short-term due to GSAs lacking the comprehensive experience to
establish and implement developed monitoring plans. Especially, by including shallow,
unproductive aquifers GSAs will be expanding the total identification of GDE within their
subbasins.

Implementation & Closing Reflections
The question of how implementation will be handled was slightly different across
each GSA due to the complexity that comes with the quantity of each GDEs identified, current
vegetation health, and groundwater user’s pressures on the shallow aquifer. Bellow in table 2, I
have summarized the approach each GSA has identified as their approach to GDE management.
Each GSA identified the necessary role monitoring and adaptive management would need to
play in ensuring any gaps within SGMA compliance concerning GDE management. PV Water
highlighted that it is still in the process of adopting a GDE management plan, therefore they have
yet to confirm any monitoring programs or adaptive management plans. While most are still
planning these GDE plans, Valley Water has highlighted that they are already implementing
GDE monitoring plans and using adaptive management as a way to incorporate monitoring data
into their management decisions. The actual implementation of GDE management is still in the
early infancy stages of learning how to go through the process of identifying, monitoring and
assessing GDEs within their basin. Similarly, though each GSA is utilizing the guidance set by
SGMA there is only two GSAs that have established plans 5 years after the introduction of
SGMA. Both these GSAs utilize outside biological assessments to supplement monitoring plans,
similar to what was recommended by the assessment of lessons that SGMA could incorporate.
The other GSAs are either not in the critical basin priority class or the GSA has utilized the
language in SGMA to limit their application of groundwater management to deeper aquifers,
which leads to the exclusion of most GDEs that typically limited to vegetation rooting depth. If
this GDEs management is not expanded to allow shallower aquifers for these GSAs, there may
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be a continued loss of ecological value, function and services lost. This observation may not be
entirely possible in the short-term due to GSAs lacking the comprehensive experience to
establish and implement developed monitoring plans. Therefore, I have set forth a set of
recommendations that highlight the take home messages from my research and are meant to
support GSAs in their current or development of a GDE management strategy.
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Table 2. Summarizes the GSP updates each GSA is using to approach their obligation towards documenting and
correcting degrading conditions of Groundwater dependent ecosystems.

GSA

Basin
Priority

Identification Tools

Monitoring and
Assessment

GDEs in 2022
Update

Sources

MGB

Critical

GIS, TNC, NCCAG,
Groundwater
Elevations

Prioritization, Biological
assessing, partnering to
monitor endangered and
sensitive species,
development of a quick
assessment tool,
increasing monitoring
efforts to GDEs

Yes

Ryan, Sierra. Personal Interview. February
25, 2021.

SVGB

Medium

GIS, TNC, NCCAG,
Groundwater
Elevations

Will be following MGB
efforts and examples for
monitoring and conducting
biological assessments as
SGMA requirements
approach.

No, update
required in the
future

Annual Report -Water Year 2018 Scotts
Valley Water District Groundwater
Management Plan, 2019.

PV Water

Critical

GIS, TNC, NCCAG,
Groundwater
Elevations

Expand current surface
monitoring sites to include
GDEs with an emphasis
on prioritizing GDEs
biological assessment
simultaneously prioritizing
GDEs

Yes

Tana, Cameron, and Montgomery &.
Associates. "Technical
Memorandum." Technical Memorandum,
2021.

Valley
Water
(Llagas)

Critical

Most have been
identified, the effort is
to classify and rank
priority for GDEs

Currently no exclusive
GDE monitoring program.
Will be exploring the issue
if GDEs are identified as
in a state of degradation.

Yes, expanding
on present GDE
assessment

Valley Water. Water Year 2018 Report for
the Santa Clara and Llagas Subbasins.
March. , 2019.

SVBGSA
(180/400)

Critical

GIS, TNC, NCCAG,
Groundwater
Elevations

Updated GDE
management being
rewritten for 2022 update.
As of now there is no
GDE management or
monitoring

Yes

Gardner, Emily. Personal Interview. March
1, 2021.
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Recommendations
These recommendations are directed towards my current organization PV Water, but are
not limited in their capability to be adopted and utilized by other GSAs to inform the
management of GDE identification and monitoring plans.

Need to Limit Local Control
The first of these recommendations is the fact that SGMA needs to support GSAs in
viewing their GDE resources within their respective groundwater aquifers and develop
individual sustainability objectives for each stacked aquifer depending on the groundwater user.
This would mean in shallow aquifers the main objective would be to increase the access of GDEs
to the groundwater table. Local GSA control may not be the most advantageous to GDE
management due to the competing interest that are more valuable and are explicitly protected
within other legislation. For example, agriculture in the Pajaro Valley uses close to 85% of the
total water and has ultimately contributed to the chronic lowering of groundwater elevations and
other consequences. The interest of identifying primary aquifers based on the most productive
for groundwater users will set up a situation, in which, in order to compete for the same
groundwater protection as agricultural interest, GDEs will be pushed aside. Additionally, the
chronic groundwater overdraft conditions of PV Water have created conditions where the
shallowest aquifer has been all but abandoned by commercial and domestic use, therefore
according to SGMA, GDE management can be directed towards the primary deeper aquifer
underneath the shallowest, which due to the limitations of rooting vegetation tend to locate
GDEs within the shallowest aquifer. Therefore, by limiting GDE compliance to an aquifer
deeper due to production not environmental usage, which is allowed under SGMA, GSAs are
likely to underrepresent GDEs that utilize shallow groundwater sources. By underrepresenting
the amount of possible GDEs within a subbasin, there is less resources that need to be dedicated
towards ecological concerns and the GSA can allocate efforts to other SGMA requirements for
attaining sustainability within the subbasin.
Although in principle local GSAs can utilize local knowledge about potential GDEs and
their health, it also comes with local pressures and limited resources. This problem could be
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avoided if DWR or SWRCB intervened on behalf of GDEs and conducted its own analysis to
determine if groundwater use in these over-drafted basins was compensating for ecological
degradation, especially in shallower aquifers than what has been identified as the primary. This
broader analysis could investigate the validity behind connectivity from shallow and deeper
aquifers and the interaction between interconnection of GDEs with larger watersheds. This may
eliminate some of the initial identification limits identified by many GSAs and thus reprioritize
ecological value by including more GDE within the monitoring and management responsibility
of local GSAs. This statewide and or regional approach to independently validating and
conducting independent analysis of proposed GDE management plans could reduce the
likelihood that local GSAs underreport GDEs. The results form the GSA analysis conducted
indicate that due to the pressures balancing local management decisions, GSAs may
underrepresent potential GDEs, whereas a regional or statewide agency could approach the
problem from an objective state. This could lead to a more inclusive approach instead of
disproving potential GDEs based on aquifer association, and also decisions can be made without
some of the pressures from large water users..

Need to Implement Certified Monitoring Protocols
There is a need to avoid misrepresenting or underrepresenting GDE data, this variable is
left to GSAs to determine, but it should not be a missed opportunity for DWR. The state should
require state approved protocols for both identification and monitoring protocols. One approach
taken by Mid County GSA was to supplement their monitoring protocols by utilizing CRAM, a
state-certified approach that has a cost-effective field plan for monitoring and assessing riparian
and other surface water-based ecosystems. This pre-packaged system has a state-funded training
support system and has developed monitoring protocols for a majority of the ecosystems
encountered in California. Lastly, by DWR or SWRCB requiring GSAs to adopt CRAM
monitoring protocols to supplement all the assessments of their GDEs would simplify and
universalizes the tools by which we can be certain monitoring is occurring when documenting
GDE health. Therefore, I recommend PV Water utilize a tool such as CRAM, to supplement its
monitoring and assessment programs. The hope is that it creates a more objective approach to
quantifying and qualifying GDE health measurements and objectives into universal data that is
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comparable to other GSAs and can be processed by DWR and support the better management for
GDEs in the Pajaro Valley.

Monitoring informing Management
After GDEs have been successfully identified within their respective subbasins; water
managers need to utilize monitoring that captures the entire spatial and temporal GDE both
short-and long-term to get a better understanding of the interactions of management decisions
and impacts affecting GDEs. There should be a very clear indication of what current monitoring
can conclude within a certain confidence, and a clear list of data gaps within a GSA’s monitoring
plan. Additionally, GSAs should have to highlight plans to backfill gaps to address these gaps
before declaring confidence on the validity of the subbasins monitoring plan. Not only are
monitoring data gaps an issue but not having sufficient monitoring sites near all identified GDEs.
The lack of quantity and quality monitoring sites should lead GSAs to choose a conservative
strategy when validating degradation, vegetation health, and documenting restoration efforts of
GDE. Though overinvesting in monitoring plans may pose a challenge for smaller, less funded
GSAs, taking a conservative approach when validating monitoring data and making public
efforts to backfill monitoring gaps is an approach all GSAs can participate in and in the course
improve their GDE monitoring plans.

Implement an Adaptive Management Framework
This leads to the last recommendation that is, GSAs should follow Australia and other
countries by adaptive management plan in order to utilize the framework’s structure to adapt
management strategies based on monitoring trends and new scientific analysis that should be
performed where the GSA acknowledges there are gaps in GDE knowledge. In other words,
adaptive management framework will act as a flexible decision-making process or an ongoing
knowledge acquisition tool, monitoring, and evaluation that will strive to lead to improvements
in management planning and meeting planned specified objectives. This active management
strategy is key in assisting GSAs to make progress in between the required five-year update
periods established by DWR where GSP progress is inspected and critiqued. This adaptive
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management should consist of objectives that guide the evaluation of successful progress,
metrics that monitor variables used to evaluate sites, and the action triggers that constitute the
GSA to implement a management action to attempt to avoid or remedy any further risk of
undesirable outcomes. The usage of an AMP can be shared annually with DWR as a progress
tool for DWR to evaluate stressors and provide additional support and guidance with GDE
management for struggling GSAs in high priority subbasins.

Reaching Sustainability
Lastly, SGMAs objective of avoiding “undesirable results” on GDE needs to go further
than the set 2015 baseline for sustainable results. SGMA needs to not only set standards for
groundwater elevation but should set a requirement for a minimum allocation of groundwater
sources for the environment. By implementing the allocation of a mandatory minimum quantity
of groundwater dedicated to the environment, GSAs, especially those that qualify as high priority
subbasins, would be beginning to reverse years of continued over drafted conditions and
stimulating improved conditions for GDEs and possibly reconnecting historic GDEs with
groundwater sources. Therefore, SGMA should require each GSA to establish this environmental
threshold and not only help current deficit overdraft conditions, but drastically improve GDE
management in subbasins with large urban and agricultural groundwater usage.
With GSAs required to achieve sustainability in their respective subbasins by 2040, it
seems imperative that until verifiable traction is made towards reaching groundwater level
objectives that urgency should be placed on restoring GDEs. By choosing to restore ecological
habitats, what is typically the most impacted user group by prolonged conditions of deficit
groundwater levels, GDEs are allowed to recover and reestablish high quality habitat for the
flora and fauna that may depend entirely on its connectivity. PV Water could benefit from
establishing a threshold for an allocation of groundwater usage to the environment. Specifically,
with the pressures of this subbasin having a large agricultural sector. By quickly defining what is
needed by the local GDEs, the Pajaro Valley subbasin can not only avoid “undesirable” impacts
to the local GDEs, but it can surpass the sustainability goals and prioritize reversing the
degradation of the past.
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Conclusion
Management strategies for identifying and monitoring GDEs are being tested around the
world. GDE identification methodologies leverage the unique characteristics of groundwater
dependent vegetation, namely healthy vegetation through periods of water stress, to differentiate
between the spatial extent of GDEs and non-GDEs. Simply isolating areas where groundwater
levels are below potential root zones, may however, result in the under classification of areas as
potential GDEs. Depending on the spatial distribution of monitoring well, and the depth of the
aquifer to which agricultural wells and other highly intensive users of groundwater resources
withdraw from may demonstrate isolation from GDEs dependent on shallow aquifers. These
GDEs continue photosynthetic activity through periods of water stress, but do not represent
GDEs under SGMA’s recognition of a GSAs identification of a subbasins principal aquifer. Of
the reviewed studies from Australia, efforts to mitigate the effects of under classification of
GDEs included using a combination of technologically and field driven methods as an agencies
budget allows, for example utilizing remote sensing and using extensive field observations. With
the known limitations of remote sensing methodologies, and the high cost of labor and time
associated with field observational studies, GDE mapping efforts need a combination of the two
methods, especially when collecting short- and long-term data for vegetation studies. GSAs
should approach identification of GDEs through a lens of conservation and not exclude any
potential GDE site until verified long-term evidence can demonstrate otherwise.
The analysis conducted on the monitoring procedures from Australia demonstrated that
shortcomings in monitoring are due to a lack of understanding behind the interconnection
between the groundwater resource and the vegetation associated within the ecosystem. This is
evident when monitoring plans lack monitoring triggers based on long- and short-term indicator
species. In GDEs where there is a lack of indicator species, a GDE can be determined healthy
and shows no signs of water stress through short periods of drought, but without indicator
species sensitive to short-term groundwater stressors, an assessment of that GDE may conclude
that it is resilient and healthy. When in reality groundwater access has been severed from that
GDE and water stress is occurring on more sensitive vegetation. Having early warning
monitoring triggers gives GSAs ample time to assess and react to the impacts with management
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decisions. By using vegetation within the GDE to guide monitoring efforts for amplified
fluctuations or rapid and extended declines in groundwater levels.
When GSAs are required to established both identification and monitoring protocols
under SGMA, there is room for interpretation and modification to each individual subbasins
circumstance. In some instances, this is where large groundwater users guide GSAs by
determining which of the stacked aquifers is the primary and will fall under the regulation of
SGMA. GDEs can be isolated within non-primary shallow aquifers, which will ultimately cast
them out from under SGMA protection against “undesirable results.” This discrepancy in which
aquifer is prioritized could be expanded to include other aquifers that are dependent on shallower
aquifers for their dependence on groundwater resources. Through my collection of GSA
interviews most GDEs along the coast are to be excluded as identifiable GDEs of their primary
aquifer due to stacking aquifer situations. GSAs are working tirelessly to meet SGMA
requirements and at may not be entirely equipped with relevant experience or appropriately
staffed to handle ecological recourses described by SGMA, therefore there is a real potential for
underrepresenting and inadequate monitoring of GDEs as a result. The intent of SGMA is to
protect groundwater users in California from losing this resource, therefore it is imperative that
each users connection be diligently protected by GSAs. Lessons can be applied from Australia to
help GSAs create identification and monitoring protocols that surpass SGMA’s requirements and
protect ground water dependent ecosystems that do not contribute to groundwater overdraft
conditions but are the most impacted and sensitive to the declining tends of groundwater
elevations across the state.
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Appendix
Questions for GSA Interviews
What is your name, name of your GSA, and name of groundwater basins managed?
How does your GSA plan to address the issue of GDE management?
Would you describe your current management strategy for GDE as adequate? Why? Or If not, what are
your concerns? Is there a long-term monitoring component? Is there a prioritization component?
What are the challenges have already experienced while implementing the logistics of management
pertaining to GDE’s within your groundwater basin?
In what manner is your agency going about identifying GDE’s?
How did you develop your monitoring/assessment procedures? Are they derived directly from SGMA or
Nature Conservancy or others?
GDE management is in its infancy in California, but as it ages, do you foresee any gaps in its coverage
that are critical to reaching full coverage of this unique critical habitat management?
Most GSA’s along the Central Coast have agricultural interest that may become a competing interest in
the final GDE management plan, how do you anticipate agricultural interest will shape the
practical application of GDE management along the Central Coast?
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